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1 Introduction
This paper reviews CGPOP miniapp for the Parallel Ocean Program (POP)
version 2.0 developed at LANL. POP is a global ocean modeling code and a
component within the Community Earth System Model (CESM). CGPOP
encapsulates performance bottleneck of POP, which is the conjugate gradient
solver and is programmed in Fortran90 + MPI. The number of source code
lines of CGPOP is about 3000, whereas the POP application is 71,000 lines
of code.
Based on what we read in [2] the CGPOP application is passed an inter-
mediate state file, which is generated by the cginit domain decomposition
generator (Figure 1). The cginit domain decomposition generator is passed
a single input file, which contains a dipole grid stored as a 3600×2400 2D
array and the expected output of the POP conjugate gradient computation
for that same grid. The input file also includes the stencil coefficients that
are used with the discretization to construct the sparse matrix, a mask to in-
dicate if a grid point is ocean or land, and the initial guess and final solution
for vectors x and b. The data stored in the input file is in NetCDF format.
The domain decompoistion generator breaks the 3600×2400 global domain
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into subdomain blocks and outputs these blocks into an intermediate state
file (also known as a tile file). The generator outputs a unique intermediate
state file for each of the block sizes it is configured to work with. By de-
fault the generator is configured to work with block sizes of 180x120, 120x80,
90x60, 60x40, . . .. In addition to the data component of the intermediate
state file, there is a metadata that describe the relationship between blocks.
There is a set of block information records(identifying the location of each
rectangular block within the global domain), a graph of neighbors, and inte-
ger arrays that correspond to the global degree of freedom (GDOF) for every
point in each block. GDOF values are identifiers that are unique for each
grid point in the global domain.
Figure 1: Architecture of CGPOP Miniapp
2 Understanding CGPOP Code
If we look at the cgpop.f90 fortran file, after initializing the variables, it
does these things:
1. call init communicate(): Initializes message-passing or other com-
munication protocol.
• call MPI Init()
• call MPI Comm rank()
2. call init constants(): Initialize constants and I/O stuff
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3. call init domain blocks(): Reads in domain information and calls
the routine to set up the block decomposition.
• call read AppMD() : Reads application specific metadata from
the tilefiles.
• Some useful domain information used:
– Horizontal domain: nx (3600)
– Vertical domain: ny (2400)
– Block size in x: nx block (184)
– Block size in y: ny blcok (124)
4. call init domain distribution(): This routine calls appropriate
setup routines to distribute blocks across processors and defines ar-
rays with block ids for any local blocks. Information about ghost cell
update routines is also initialized here through calls to the appropriate
boundary routines.
• call calc distribution() : This subroutine partitions the lin-
ear spacing-filling curve into a number of equal length segments.
• call create local block ids() : This routine determines which
blocks in an input distribution are located on the local processor
and creates an array of block ids for all local blocks.
5. call init timers(): This routine initializes machine parameters and
timer structures for computing cpu time from F90 intrinsic timer func-
tions.
6. call init solvers(): This routine initializes choice of solver, calcu-
lates the coefficients of the 9-point stencils for the barotropic operator
and reads in a preconditioner if requested.
• call read solverioT(tilefile,nstep,A0,AN,AE,ANE,RHS, &PRESSI,
PRESSF, RCALCT B,WORK1): This subroutine reads in all solver
state necessary to initialize the miniapp.
• call initDOF(tilefile,strip,RCALCT B): This subroutine cal-
culates the index arrays necessary to construct the halo update for
1-dimensional variables.
• A%maxNZ = 9*nTotal
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• A%n = nActive
7. call MPI BARRIER(MPI COMM OCN, ierr)
8. call timer start(timer mpi2s solver 1d)
9. do n=1,ntrials
PRESS=PRESSI
10. call esolver(RHS,PRESS): This subroutine calls the eliptic solver
• call Convert2DtoLinear(X linear,PRESS): This subroutine con-
verts a 2D data structure(PRESS) into a linear array (X linear)
with the land points removed.
• call update halo start(X linear): Updates a 1-diminsional
double precision array
• call update halo finish(X linear): Updates a 1-diminsional
double precision array
• call Convert2DtoLinear(B linear,RHS): This subroutine con-
verts a 2D data structure(RHS) into a linear array (B linear) with
the land points removed.
• call update halo start(B linear): Updates a 1-diminsional
double precision array
• call update halo finish(B linear): Updates a 1-diminsional
double precision array
• The preconditioner
• call ConvertStencil(A,A0,AN,AE,ANE): This subroutine forms
the 9-point stencil into a matrix for the conjugate gradient solver.
Note that only the diagonal A0 is time dependent, the non-zero
pattern is static. This subroutine could therefore be simplified.
• call pcg chrongear linear(): This routine implements the Chronopoulos-
Gear conjugate-gradient solver with preconditioner for solving the
linear system Ax = b. It is a rearranged conjugate gradient solver
that reduces the number of inner products per iteration from two
to one.
– call matvec(n,A,AZ,Z)
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– sumN = global sum(sumN local)
– call update halo start(AZ)
– call update halo finish(AZ)
• call ConvertLinearto2D(PRESS,X linear)
11. end do
12. call CheckAnswers(’MPI2S 1D’,PRESSF,PRESS)
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3 Performance Modeling
The performance modeling of this application is all done based on
Hoefler et al.[1].
3.1 Step A1: Identifying all input parameters that in-
fluence runtime:
In this step, we assemble a list of all input parameters that influence the
runtime of the application. We call such input parameters critical input
parameters. Critical parameters should be scalar values such as sizes of
dimensions or number of iterations. If the runtime is determined by an input
file or a vector, then it should be condensed into the smallest number of
scalar critical parameters(e.g., if the input file is a sparse matrix, the criticial
parameter could be the number of non-zero elements in the matrix). This step
usually requires a domain expert to define the complete set of parameters.
The CGPOP miniapp implements a version of conjugate gradient algo-
rithm, which uses a single inner product, to iteratively solve for vector x in the
equation Ax = b. The matrix A, along with the initial guess vector x0, right
hand side vector b, and diagonal preconditioner vector M−1 are read from an
intermediate state file and passed as inputs into the function CGPOP-solver.
The final surface presssure vector x is the output of CGPOP-solver.
Therefore, critical parameters in CGPOP are summarized in Table 1.
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Name Description Default Value
P number of PEs N/A
nx Horizontal Domain 3600
ny Vertical Domain 2400
nx block Block Size in x 180
ny block Block Size in y 120
solv max iters Solver maximum itrations 124
ntrials Number of trials 226
nActive Avg. of number of ocean grid points per PE 5,848,836
P
n Avg. of number of ocean grid and halo points per PE
√
nActive+ nActive
nNeighbors Avg. of number of neighboring PEs of each PE 4*
Table 1: CGPOP Critical Parameters. Our assumption is all the mapped
blocks to processors generated by Space Filling Curve are squares.
3.2 Step A2: Identify Code Kernels
The second step uses the list of critical parameters to assemble a list of
functions or code blocks that are affected by them (the functions that are
input-dependent). The kernels are most important to our analysis. The
runtime of those blocks serves as the basis for the remaining model. We thus
start with a serial performance model for all kernels. We use this model to
compose a complete serial performance model for CGPOP and then extend
it to parallel performance model. A serial performance model can either
be an analytic application requirement model (e.g., counting the number of
operations or loop iterations based on the critical parameters) or a semi-
empirical performance model (e.g., benchmarking runtimes with different
critical parameter settings). A useful way to identify those kernels is to look
at the call-graph of a representative run.
After all the initializations, which is separated by a barrier from the rest
of the code, we call the esolver function in a loop for ntrials times. This
esolver function converst x, b from 2D grid to 1D linear vectors, computes
the preconditioner (which we do not have here), constructs the A matrix in
CSR format and then calls the preconditioned conjugate gradient function
on them. After finishing the CG function it converts x (the result) back from
1D to 2D. This can be seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: The control flow of the kernel of CGPOP
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Figure 3: The code framework of CGPOP
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Figure 4: Timers insterted in the code framework of CGPOP
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After running this instrumented code on Taub clusters using 60 proces-
sors, we saw that timer solver takes 323.4 seconds, timer pcg takes 316.4
seconds and timer inner loop takes 309.8 seconds. We can conclude that
the bulk of computation happens in the preconditioned conjugate gradient
function which we are going to focus on from now on. The conjugate gradient
function (pcg chrongear linear) is doing 3 steps:
1. Compute the initial residual.
2. Take one pass of standard CG algorithm
3. Do solv max iters(124) iterations:
 Non-Overlapped Version
• Apply preconditioner (Z = M−1R) and compute local parts of ρ′
and δ
do i = 1, nActive
Z(i) = minv2(i) * R(i)
ρ′ = ρ′ + R(i)*Z(i)
δ = δ + R(i)*R(i)
end do
⇒ nActive * (3 ∗ Tmult + 2 ∗ Tadd)
• Apply preconditioner (Z = M−1R) to the halo region
do i = iptrHalo, n
Z(i) = minv2(i) * R(i)
end do
⇒ (n-nActive) * (Tmult)
• Compute the sparse matrix A times Vector Z (AZ = matvec(A,
Z))
nz: The number of non-zero elements in CSR format
n2: The order of the matrix
Mat.Ia: Array of row indices
Mat.Ja: Array of column indices
is = Mat.Ia(1)
do i=1, n2
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ie = Mat.Ia(i+1)
tmp = 0.0
do j=is, ie-1
tmp = tmp + Mat(j)*Z(Mat.Ja(j))
end do
AZ(i) = tmp
is = ie
end do
⇒ nActive * ((9− x) ∗ (Tmult + 2Tload + Tadd)) + nActive * Tstore
• Compute local part of γ
do i = 1, nActive
γ = γ + AZ(i)*Z(i)
end do
⇒ nActive * (Tmult + Tadd)
• UpdateHalo(az) Update the halo of a 1-dimensional variable.
nRecv: The number of receives that should take place
nSend: The order of sends that should take place
do i=1, nRecv
src = Sched%rNeigh(i)
call MPI Irecv(BufferRecvDbl(iptr),len,MPI REAL8,src, &tag,
Sched%COMM, Rrequest(i), ierr)
end do
do i=1, nSend
src = Sched%sNeigh(i)
call MPI Isend(BufferSendDbl(iptr),len,MPI REAL8,dest, &tag,
Sched%COMM,Srequest(i), ierr)
end do
if(nSend>0) call MPI Waitall(nSend,Srequest,Sstatus,ierr)
if(nRecv>0) call MPI Waitall(nRecv,Rrequest,Rstatus,ierr)
⇒ Tp2p = nNeighbors * (Ts + Tw ∗ L/ nNeighbors)
L = 8 B × (Number of Halo points) = 8 B × (n− nActive)
• ρ′, δ, γ = GlobalSum({R ∗ Z,R ∗R, az ∗ Z})
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sumN local(1) = ρ′
sumN local(2) = δ
sumN local(3) = γ
sumN = global sum(sumN local)
⇒ Tcoll = clogP + d
• Calculate updated coefficients
cg rho = sumN(1)
cg delta = sumN(2)
rr = sumN(3)
• β = ρ′/ρ
cg beta = cg rho / cg rho old
• σ = δ − β2σ
cg sigma = cg delta - (cg beta**2)*cg sigma
• α = ρ/σ
cg alpha = cg rho / cg sigma
• ρ = ρ′
cg rho old = cg rho
⇒ Tadd + 2 ∗ Tmult + 2 ∗ Tdiv
• X = X + αS : Compute next solution
• R = R− αQ : Compute next residual
• S = Z + βS
• Q = az + βS
do i = 1, n
stmp = Z(i) + cg beta * S(i)
qtmp= AZ(i) + cg beta * Q(i)
X(i) = X(i) + cg alpha * stmp
R(i) = R(i) - cg alpha * qtmp
S(i) = stmp
Q(i) = qtmp
end do
⇒ n * (4 ∗ Tmult + 4 ∗ Tadd)
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⇒ T = nTrials × solv max iters × {nActive × [(12 − x)Tmult + (12 −
x)Tadd + 2(9− x)TLD + TST )] + n× (5Tmult + 4Tadd) + Tp2p + Tcoll}
3.3 Step E1: Determine Sequential Baseline
If we assume that Tmult = Tadd = TLD = TST and we call it Top, therefore,
the computation time can be summed as:
T = nTrials× solv max iters× {nActive× [(43− 4x)Top] + n× (9)}
In order to test this model, we ran the code on different platforms and com-
pared the actual time spent on computation time and the time the model
predicts and here are the results:
• Forge cluster: Each node of Forge cluster has two AMD Opteron
Magny-Cours CPUs each 2.4 GHz eight-core. Therefore time of one
cycle on this machine is 0.41× 10−9 and if we assume on average each
instruction needs 4 cycles to complete, we can put Top = 1.64 × 10−9.
Note that ntrials is equal to 1 in this experiment and we also do not
take superscalar into account.
# Processors Measured(s) Predicted(s)
4 15.08 15.37
8 7.54 7.65
16 3.77 3.79
32 1.88 1.87
64 0.94 0.90
128 0.47 0.47
256 0.19 0.23
Table 2: Computation time on Forge cluster: The measured values and the
predicted values
• Ranger cluster: Each node of Ranger cluster has four AMD Opteron
Quad-Core 64-bit processors (16 cores in all) on a single board, as an
SMP unit. The core frequency is 2.3 GHz and supports 4 floating-
point operations per clock period(which we do not take into account).
Therefore time of one cycle on this machine is 0.43 × 10−9 and if we
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assume on average each instruction needs 8 cycles to complete, we can
put Top = 3.3 × 10−9. . Note that ntrials is equal to 226 in this
experiment.
# Processors Measured(s) Predicted(s) Rel. Error
4 7020.35 7032.65 0.00
8 3541.97 3516.53 0.00
16 1967.24 1758.41 0.10
32 962.92 879.31 0.08
64 474.58 439.72 0.07
128 217.04 219.91 -0.01
256 96.24 109.99 -0.14
Table 3: Computation time on Ranger cluster: The measured values and the
predicted values
• Taub cluster: Each node of Taub cluster has two 2.67 GHz Intel Xeon
hex-core processors and 24 GB of RAM. Therefore time of one cycle on
this machine is 0.37×10−9 and if we assume on average each instruction
needs 4 cycles to complete, we can put Top = 1.4 × 10−9. Note that
ntrials is equal to 226 in this experiment.
# Processors Measured(s) Predicted(s) Rel. Error
4 2275.79 2983.54 -0.31
8 1396.16 1491.86 -0.06
16 761.74 745.99 0.02
32 388.96 373.04 0.04
64 189.74 186.55 0.01
128 88 93.29 -0.06
256 43.16 46.66 -0.08
Table 4: Computation time on Taub cluster: The measured values and the
predicted values
3.3.1 Another Approach to Sequential Modeling
Although our results were accurate and acceptable in this case, but memory
hierarchy behavior is not this easily predictable in general and especially
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cache behavior can make the modeling process much more complicated than
this. For this reason, modeling sequential performance is usually a very
complex task. Hoefler et. al in [1] propose to use a mixture of empirical and
analytical modeling in that we define an analytical model and parameterize
it with empirical measurements. This means that one designs a model for
each kernel with a subset of the critical parameters as input. Then, one runs
the code with strategically chosen set of critical parameters and determines
the time that each step takes. In this context, we also did this by choosing
the simplest analytical model, a line with nActive × α + γ = timer comp
formula. Our goal is to find α and γ and use this analytical model to predict
timer comp for other nActives.
• Ranger: By increasing number of processors(P ), nActive is varied.
We recorded timer computation value for these runs and came up with
a plot shown in figure 5.
Figure 5: Computation Time on Ranger
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Therefore, we can see that:
α = 1.70× 10−7
γ = 0.002
We used these α and γ to predict computation time. The measured
and predicted time are shown in table 5.
# Processors Measured(s) Predicted(s) Rel. Error
4 7020.35 7022.12 0.00
8 3541.97 3539.08 0.00
16 1967.24 1797.56 0.08
32 962.92 926.80 0.03
64 474.58 491.42 -0.03
128 217.04 273.73 -0.26
256 96.24 164.89 -0.71
Table 5: Computation time using empirical model data fitting on Ranger
cluster: The measured values and the predicted values
• Taub: By increasing number of processors(P ), nActive is varied. We
recorded timer computation value for these runs and came up with a
plot shown in figure 6.
Therefore, we can see that:
α = 3.53× 10−8
γ = 0.009
We used these α and γ to predict computation time. The measured and
predicted time are shown in table 6.
As we can see this kind of measurement is not very accurate especially
for Taub. The reasons for this are being investigated.
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Figure 6: Computation Time on Taub
# Processors Measured(s) Predicted(s) Rel. Error
4 2983.54 1699.11 0.25
8 1491.86 975.66 0.30
16 745.99 613.93 0.19
32 373.04 433.07 -0.11
64 186.55 342.64 -0.80
128 93.29 297.43 -2.37
256 46.66 274.82 -5.36
Table 6: Computation time using empirical model data fitting on Taub clus-
ter: The measured values and the predicted values
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3.4 Step A3: Determine Communication Pattern
This step collects information about the communication pattern, both point-
to-point communication patterns and collective ones. The commmunication
pattern may be derived from source code or for some applications may depend
on the input file. In this case abstractions have to be introduced(e.g., the
average number of neighbors and the average communication volume with
regards to critical input parameters). The resulting communication model
should describe the data sizes and the communication structure. It is of-
ten useful to express this in one of the well-known network models such as
latency-bandwidth or LogGP.
The CGPOP-solver algorithm consits of a number of linear algebra com-
putations interspersed with 2 commmunication steps. The GlobalSum func-
tion performs 3-word vector reduction, while UpdateHalo function performs
a boundary exchange between neighboring subdomains. The Updatehalo
function is passed an array that has been distributed across processes using
the distribution described in the blocks data-structure of the intermediate
state file. As we saw in Step A2, communications happenning in each itera-
tions are:
• UpdateHalo(az) Update the halo of a 1-dimensional variable.
nRecv: The number of receives that should take place
nSend: The order of sends that should take place
do i=1, nRecv
src = Sched%rNeigh(i)
call MPI Irecv(BufferRecvDbl(iptr),len,MPI REAL8,src, &tag,
Sched%COMM, Rrequest(i), ierr)
end do
do i=1, nSend
src = Sched%sNeigh(i)
call MPI Isend(BufferSendDbl(iptr),len,MPI REAL8,dest, &tag,
Sched%COMM,Srequest(i), ierr)
end do
if(nSend>0) call MPI Waitall(nSend,Srequest,Sstatus,ierr)
if(nRecv>0) call MPI Waitall(nRecv,Rrequest,Rstatus,ierr)
⇒ Tp2p = nNeighbors * (Ts + Tw ∗ L/ nNeighbors)
L = 8 B × (Number of Halo points) = 8 B × (n− nActive)
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• ρ′, δ, γ = GlobalSum({R ∗ Z,R ∗R, az ∗ Z})
sumN local(1) = ρ′
sumN local(2) = δ
sumN local(3) = γ
sumN = global sum(sumN local)
⇒ Tcoll = clogP + d
3.5 Step E2: Determine Communication Parameters
Ideally, all parameters(including collective communications) are specified by
the vendor. However, if this is not the case, then the user can establish
such models with the empirical modeling method. Several benchmarks are
available to gather the parameters. In order to determine Ts, Tw in Tp2p, and
c, d in Tcoll, we used Intel IMB PingPong and Allreduce benchmarks on our
3 platforms:
• Forge cluster: Forge is using InfiniBand QDR as its interconnect. In
order to measure Ts, Tw used for point-to-point communication(Tp2p),
we ran IMB PingPong test on two cores of two different nodes of Forge
cluster up to 4KB message size and came up with the plot shown in
figure 7.
In order to measure c, d parameters in a collective communication(Tcoll),
we ran IMB Allreduce benchmark varying the number of processors on
up to 256 cores and measured their times as figure 8 shows.
From our curve fitting (which is accurate because of its high coefficient
of determination (R2)), we can see the followings. Note that we have
changed the lnP to log2P so that it seems more natural.
Ts = 1.81× 10−6
Tw = 1.27× 10−9
c = 3.53× 10−6
d = −4.04× 10−6
Therefore, using the model that we have, we can predict the time it
takes to run the application. The values of time taken in Point-to-point
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Figure 7: IMB PingPong Benchmark on 2 nodes of Forge
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Figure 8: IMB Allreduce Benchmark on up to 256 cores of Forge
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# Processors Measured(s) Predicted(s)
4 1.39 0.57
8 0.94 0.40
16 0.54 0.28
32 0.42 0.20
64 0.23 0.14
128 0.22 0.10
256 0.10 0.07
Table 7: Point-to-Point communication time on Forge cluster: The measured
values and the predicted values
# Processors Measured(s) Predicted(s)
4 0.004 0.00037
8 0.009 0.0008
16 0.24 0.0012
32 0.29 0.0016
64 0.13 0.0021
128 0.69 0.002
256 0.36 0.003
Table 8: Allreduce communication time on Forge cluster: The measured
values and the predicted values
communication can be seen in table 7 and the values of Allreduce can
be seen in table 8.
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Figure 9: IMB PingPong Benchmark on 2 nodes of Ranger
• Ranger cluster: Ranger is using InfiniBand technology as its intercon-
nect. In order to measure Ts, Tw used for point-to-point communication(Tp2p),
we ran IMB PingPong test on two cores of two different nodes of Ranger
cluster up to 4KB message size and got a plot as shown in figure 9.
In order to measure c, d parameters in a collective communication(Tcoll),
we ran IMB Allreduce benchmark varying the number of processors on
up to 256 cores and measured it’s time as figure 10 shows.
From our curve fitting (which is accurate because of its high coefficient
of determination (R2)), we can see the followings. Note that we have
changed the lnP to log2P so that it seems more natural.
Ts = 1.15× 10−6
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Figure 10: IMB Allreduce Benchmark on up to 256 cores of Ranger
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# Processors Measured(s) Predicted(s)
4 629.36 0.10
8 360.28 0.08
16 255.71 0.066
32 191.12 0.056
64 109.73 0.049
128 85.24 0.044
256 47.83 0.04
Table 9: Point-to-Point communication time on Ranger cluster: The mea-
sured values and the predicted values
# Processors Measured(s) Predicted(s)
4 1.19 -0.19
8 2.02 0.19
16 91.04 0.58
32 90.65 0.98
64 87.65 1.37
128 106.78 1.76
256 88.01 2.15
Table 10: Allreduce communication time on Ranger cluster: The measured
values and the predicted values
Tw = 1.00× 10−9
c = 1.40× 10−5
d = −3.50× 10−5
Therefore, using the model that we have, we can predict the time it
takes to run the application. The values of time taken Point-to-point
communication can be seen in table 9 and the values of Allreduce can
be seen in table 10. Please note that the ntrials here is 226, instead
of 1 which was the case in Forge.
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Figure 11: IMB PingPong Benchmark on 2 nodes of Taub
• Taub cluster: The primary network in Taub connecting the cluster
nodes is Voltaire QDR Infiniband. In order to measure Ts, Tw used
for point-to-point communication(Tp2p), we ran IMB PingPong test on
two cores of two different nodes of Taub cluster up to 4KB message
size and got a plot as shown in figure 11.
In order to measure c, d parameters in a collective communication(Tcoll),
we ran IMB Allreduce benchmark varying the number of processors on
up to 256 cores and measured it’s time as figure 12 shows.
From our curve fitting (which is accurate because of its high coefficient
of determination (R2)), we can see the followings. Note that we have
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Figure 12: IMB Allreduce Benchmark on up to 256 cores of Taub
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# Processors Measured(s) Predicted(s)
4 197.58 0.58
8 319.21 0.49
16 178.09 0.43
32 98.2 0.39
64 51.17 0.36
128 30.75 0.34
256 23.25 0.32
Table 11: Point-to-Point communication time on Taub cluster: The measured
values and the predicted values
# Processors Measured(s) Predicted(s)
4 0.46 0.17
8 27.06 0.33
16 42.96 0.48
32 52.24 0.64
64 29.36 0.80
128 29.1 0.96
256 92.52 1.12
Table 12: Allreduce communication time on Taub cluster: The measured
values and the predicted values
changed the lnP to log2P so that it seems more natural.
Ts = 2.57× 10−6
Tw = 1.09× 10−9
c = 5.62× 10−6
d = −0.50× 10−5
Therefore, using the model that we have, we can predict the time it
takes to run the application. The values of time taken in Point-to-point
communication can be seen in table 11 and the values of Allreduce can
be seen in table 12. Please note that the ntrials here is 226, instead
of 1 which was the case in Forge.
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3.6 Final Results
After putting everything together, we measured the actual running time of
the program and compared it with what our performance model predicts.
These results are shown in this section.
• Ranger cluster: Figure 13 shows the total time of CGPOP appli-
cation both measured for the application up to 256 cores on Ranger
cluster and also predicted by the model up to 65536 cores. Note that
the time axis is logarithmic, therefore the difference between the model
and the measured time is significant. Table 13 shows the actual values
in order to show this difference.
Figure 13: Performance Model Evaluation on Ranger cluster
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# Processors Measured(s) Predicted(s) Rel. Error
4 7650.9 7032.55 0.08
8 3904.27 3516.80 0.09
16 2313.99 1759.06 0.23
32 1244.69 880.34 0.29
64 671.96 441.15 0.34
128 409.06 221.72 0.45
256 232.08 112.19 0.51
Table 13: Measured total time taken by the application and the predicted
time resulted from the model on Ranger cluster
# Processors Measured(s) Predicted(s) Rel. Error
4 2557.78 2984.30 -0.16
8 1797.72 1492.69 0.16
16 1016 746.92 0.26
32 556.76 374.08 0.32
64 281.9 187.71 0.33
128 153.31 94.60 0.38
256 106.3 48.11 0.54
Table 14: Measured total time taken by the application and the predicted
time resulted from the model on Taub cluster
• Taub cluster: Figure 14 shows the total time of CGPOP application
both measured for the application up to 256 cores on Taub cluster and
also predicted by the model up to 65536 cores. Note that the time
axis is logarithmic, therefore the difference between the model and the
measured time is significant. Table 14 shows the actual values in order
to show this difference.
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Figure 14: Performance Model Evaluation on Taub cluster
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3.7 Improving Our Model
As it can be seen in the last two sections, the reason of having this significant
difference in the final result between measured and predicted values is in the
communication time prediction, for example, the Point-to-point communica-
tion time on Ranger cluster using 32 processors is measured 191 seconds, but
our model predicted that as 0.05 seconds! Therefore, in order to make the
model more accurate, we have to investigate the reason of this difference in
the communication model.
3.7.1 Point-to-Point communication breakdown
A simple experiment on just 4 cores of a node gives us some insight about this
problem: As we have seen before, we can break pcg function of solvers.f90
file as below:
do m = 1, solv max iters
call timer start(timer computation)
// Some computation including mat-vec
call timer stop(timer computation)
call timer start(timer ptop)
call update halo(AZ)
call timer stop(timer ptop)
call timer start(timer collective)
sumN = global sum(sumN local)
call timer stop(timer collective)
call timer start(timer computation)
// Some simple computation
call timer stop(timer computation)
The results of running the prgram with these timers are shown in table
15.
After instrumenting timers into update halo(AZ) function, the code looks
like the following:
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Timer Name Mean Time(s)
MPI2S 1D(total time) 11.64
timer computation 10.37
timer collective 0.0019
timer ptop 0.84
Table 15: Results of three inserted timers into program as shown in the code
in section 3.7.1
.
do i=1,nRecv
call timer start(timer recv)
MPI Irecv(...)
call timer stop(timer recv)
do i=1,nSend
call timer start(timer send)
call MPI Isend(...)
call timer stop(timer send)
if(nSend>0) then
call timer start(timer wait all)
MPI Waitall(...)
call timer stop(timer wait all)
if(nRecv>0) then
call timer start(timer wait all)
MPI Waitall(...)
call timer stop(timer wait all)
Table 16 shows the values of each of these timers in this function.
As it can be seen in table 16, the most part of point-to-point commu-
nication takes place in the wait all function, not in the actual send and
recvs. In order to make sure of the correctness of this conclusion, we took
another experiment as shown below. We put a barrier before and after
calling update halo(AZ) function and measured the timers. Therefore, the
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Timer Name Mean Time(s)
timer send 0.001475
timer recv 0.000375
timer wait all 0.847775
timer ptop(sum) 0.849300
Table 16: Results of inserted timers into update halo(AZ) function
.
code we ran looks like this:
do m = 1, solv max iters
call timer start(timer computation)
// Some computation including mat-vec
call timer stop(timer computation)
call MPI BARRIER(MPI COMM OCN, ierr)
call timer start(timer ptop)
call update halo(AZ)
call MPI BARRIER(MPI COMM OCN, ierr)
call timer stop(timer ptop)
call timer start(timer collective)
sumN = global sum(sumN local)
call timer stop(timer collective)
call timer start(timer computation)
// Some simple computation
call timer stop(timer computation)
The results of running this code are shown in table 17.
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Timer Name Mean Time(s)
MPI2S 1D(total time) 11.64
timer computation 10.35
timer collective 0.000525
timer ptop 0.008800
timer send 0.0010
timer recv 0.0002
timer wait all 0.0057
Table 17: Results of three inserted timers into program with an extra
barrier before and after point-to-point communication
3.7.2 Problem: Load imbalance in CGPOP
Based on what we saw in last subsection, we can be sure that the time it takes
in the point-to-point communication of the program, is the time it takes in the
wait all not on the actual communication. In order to explain this behavior
we looked at the decompoistion strategy adopted in this application. The way
CGPOP works exactly is that an elliptic PDE is defined on the surface of the
earth, the surface of the earth is discretized (e.g. into a 3600x2400 grid), this
grid is divided into blocks of given size (e.g. 180x120), computations happen
only on ocean points of this grid, therefore land blocks are elimintaed and
remaining blocks are allocated to processors using SFC by number of blocks
per processor.
We will look at a simple and small example of this procedure to under-
stand better. Figure 15 shows a domain including a number of grids which
is divided into 32 blocks. The shaded grids are land blocks which should
be eliminated from our final mapping to the processors. If we want to use
4 processors to work on this case, we’ll have a decomposition like the one
shown in figure 16. All the blocks that have only shaded grids inside them
(just correspond to land points) are completely eliminated from our map-
ping. Examples of these blocks include 6, 13, 14, etc. These blocks are not
even mapped to any processors because they do not have any ocean points in
them. However, there are some blocks that have some number of land points
and some number of points of ocean points. The program has to take them
in the consideration. Example of these blocks are block number 4 and 12.
Because of the existence of these blocks, some of the processors get less grid
points than some other processors and this leads to load imbalance and this is
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Figure 15: A hypothetical domain discretized into grids. These grids are
grouped into 32 blocks.
the main reason of having some processors being stuck in the point-to-point
communication wait all function, while the other ones are still working,
because they have less work to do and they get done faster compared to the
other processors which have more work to do.
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Figure 16: Mapping of the domain into 4 processors. The blocks containing
just shaded grids are eliminated.
3.7.3 How to take load imbalance into our performance model
In order to make the performance model more accurate we have to take
this load imbalance into our model. One possible solution for this is to
use the maximum number of ocean points in predicting computation time
instead of the average number of ocean points. With this way, the predicted
computation time will be more than the actual computation time, but this
much difference is to cover the difference we had in the communication time.
The results of this idea are as follows:
• Ranger cluster: Figure 17 shows the total time of CGPOP applica-
tion both measured for the application up to 256 cores and also pre-
dicted by the improved model using maximum number of active points
up to 256 cores on Ranger cluster. The reason that we did not go
more than 256 for the model too was that we did not know what is the
maximum number of active points assigned to each processor for more
than 256 processors. As it can be seen, the yellow curve(time predicted
by the improved model) is much fmore fitted to the red curve (time
measured).
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Figure 17: Performance Model Evaluation on Ranger cluster
• Taub cluster: Figure 18 shows the total time of CGPOP application
both measured for the application up to 256 cores and also predicted
by the model using maximum number of active points up to 256 cores
on Taub cluster. The reason that we did not go more than 256 for the
model too was that we did not know what is the maximum number of
active points assigned to each processor for more than 256 processors.
As it can by seen, the yellow curve(time predicted be the improved
model) is much fmore fitted to the red curve (time measured).
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# Processors Measured(s) Predicted(Improved)(s) Rel. Error
4 7650.9 8051.85 -0.05
8 3904.27 4059.94 -0.03
16 2313.99 2217.39 0.04
32 1244.69 1244.58 0.00
64 671.96 624.10 0.07
128 409.06 313.60 0.23
256 232.08 210.06 0.09
Table 18: Measured total time taken by the application and the predicted
time resulted from the model on Ranger cluster
Figure 18: Improved Performance Model Evaluation on Taub cluster
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# Processors Measured(s) Predicted(Improved)(s) Rel. Error
4 2557.78 3416.73 -0.33
8 1797.72 1723.11 0.04
16 1016 941.36 0.07
32 556.76 528.60 0.05
64 281.9 265.33 0.05
128 153.31 133.58 0.12
256 106.3 89.63 0.15
Table 19: Measured total time taken by the application and the predicted
time resulted from the model on Taub cluster
4 Investigating Load Imbalance in CGPOP
In this section, we investigate the load imbalance we found in CGPOP ap-
plication by looking at different experiments we have conducted on our re-
sources. The first experiments was to record the number of ocean points
assigned to each processor during different runs of CGPOP application. Fig-
ures 19, 20, 21 show number of ocean points assigned to each of 32, 64 and
256 processors of one run on Forge cluster.
4.1 Changing the block sizes
A solution to this load imbalance problem is to use smaller blocks, because by
using more blocks, we can be more accurate in removing those blocks which
contain just lands and have better load balance. CGPOP(and POP) comes
with different block sizes that we can choose. A good experiment to do, in
order to show the differences block size can make in a program is to define a
parameter to show load imbalance and then run the program with different
block sizes measure this parameter for each of the runs. We have defined this
parameter as The maximum number of points given to a partition subtracted
by the average number of points given to that partition. We have run the
experiments for 8 different block sizes that using 32, 64 and 256 processors
of Taub campus cluster and the results are shown in Figure 22.
The normalized graph of this figure is shown in Figure 23. As can be seen,
this parameter is somehow equal for all the different number of processors.
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Figure 19: Number of ocean points assigned to each processor in a run of
CGPOP on 32 Processors of Forge cluster
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Figure 20: Number of ocean points assigned to each processor in a run of
CGPOP on 64 Processors of Forge cluster
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Figure 21: Number of ocean points assigned to each processor in a run of
CGPOP on 256 Processors of Forge cluster
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Figure 22: |Max - Mean| values for different processor numbers on Taub
campus cluster
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Figure 23: Normalized value of |Max - Mean| values for different processor
numbers on Taub campus cluster
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5 Appendix
Figure 24 shows the jumpshot of the whole program running one iteration.
The details of esolver function, we can see in Figure 25 how the program
is being run. The details of pcg chrongear linear function is detailed in
Figure 26.
Figure 24: Jumpshot of running the program with one iteration on 4 proces-
sors
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Figure 25: esolver part of the application - Jumpshot of running the program
with one iteration on 4 processors
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Figure 26: Conjugate Gradient part of the application - Jumpshot of running
the program with one iteration on 4 processors
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